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August 9, 2010 
 

MEMORANDUM 

 
TO: Honorable Mary K. Wakefield 

 Administrator, Health Resources and Services Administration 

 

 Honorable David A. Hansell 

 Acting Assistant Secretary, Administration for Children and Families 

 

RE: Comments on Proposed Evidence Criteria in HHS Home Visitation Initiative  

 

The Coalition for Evidence-Based Policy – a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization – strongly supports 

the Department’s proposed evidence criteria for the new HHS Home Visiting Program (Federal 

Register, July 23, 2010).  Specifically, we believe the criteria in section 3.1 for rating the quality of 

impact studies as “high,” “moderate,” or “low” are consistent with the evidence standards articulated 

by respected scientific bodies including the National Academies,
1 
Institute of Education Sciences,

 2
 

U.S. Preventive Services Task Force,
3
 and Food and Drug Administration,

4
 as well as the scientific 

evidence on which study designs are most likely to yield valid estimates of program impact.
5
   

Furthermore, we believe they are an exceptionally clear and succinct statement of key principles – a 

refreshing departure from the complexity and jargon that characterize many discussions of evidence 

– and may therefore prove to have a major influence on policy and practice.  We congratulate the 

Department on this important step, and urge it to retain both the clarity and rigor of  the criteria as 

they are finalized and implemented. 

 

We offer the following suggestions in the areas where the notice invites comment.  Our suggestions 

are based on our broad experience in reviewing impact evaluations for Congress, the federal 

agencies, philanthropic foundations, and others, as part of the Top Tier Evidence initiative, the 

Congressionally-established Academic Competitiveness Council, and many other efforts.  As a 

foundation-supported nonprofit, nonpartisan organization, we have no affiliation with any programs 

or program models, and no financial interest in any of these recommendations.  

 
1. We strongly endorse HHS’s plan (in 7.0) to competitively award a portion of funds 

based on strength of evidence and other factors, and suggest the following approach. 

 

 Consistent with the program’s goals set forth in the statute, we recommend that the competitive 

process prioritize models that provide the highest confidence, based on evidence, of a sizable 

and sustained impact on important life outcomes.  Specifically –    

  

 A. We suggest that the body of evidence for each model be rated on three main factors: 
 

(i) Whether the evidence of impacts has strong scientific validity.  To address this 

factor, reviewers would consider such items as:   

 Whether the model was found to produce positive impacts in studies rated “high” 

under HHS’s study rating criteria; 

 Whether these high-rated studies were conducted in more than one implementation 

site (e.g., two or more studies, or a large, multi-site study);   

   Whether the prevalence and/or replication of statistically-significant impacts in 

these studies makes it unlikely that they appeared by chance;
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 Whether these studies evaluated the model in real-world community settings and 

conditions where it would normally be implemented; and  

 Whether other well-conducted studies have produced any countervailing evidence 

regarding the model’s impacts. 

 

(ii)  Whether this evidence shows sizable impacts on important, final outcomes. To address 

this factor, reviewers would consider such items as: 

 The size of the impact estimates (e.g., a 5% reduction in child maltreatment injuries 

versus a 30% reduction); and 

 Whether the impacts are on “final” outcomes that indicate true improvement in people’s 

lives – not just intermediate outcomes that may or may not predict final outcomes. 

Explanation:  Examples of final outcomes might include verified incidents of child 

abuse and neglect, or increases in maternal employment and earnings.  For some final 

outcomes, such as preventable deaths from SIDS or choking, even modest impacts 

may be of great policy importance.   

 

Examples of intermediate outcomes include positive parenting skills or connection of 

families to community services.  Whether impacts on such outcomes actually lead to 

true improvement in people’s lives is often uncertain.  HHS’s Head Start Impact Study, 

for example, found a sizable impact on preschoolers’ ability to identify letters and 

words (an intermediate outcome), but no significant impacts on actual reading ability or 

other educational outcomes at the end of first grade.
 6
  Similarly, MDRC’s New Chance 

Demonstration for young mothers in poverty found a sizable impact on their receipt of 

a GED (an intermediate outcome), but no significant impacts on more final outcomes, 

including employment, earnings, welfare dependency, and reading skills.
7
 

 
(iii) Whether the impacts were sustained long enough to constitute meaningful 

improvement in participants’ lives.   

Explanation: For some outcomes, such as the birth of a substance-exposed infant, even 

an immediate impact can represent a meaningful improvement in participants’ lives.  For 

other outcomes – such as negative parenting behaviors or children’s mental development 

– impacts are likely to be meaningful to the extent they are sustained over time, and too 

often they do not endure, as some recent home visitation trials have shown.
8,9

 

 
B. We suggest HHS’s competitive criteria award the largest grants to models rated highly on all three 

factors, as their scale-up could greatly improve lives of thousands of at-risk children/families. 

The criteria might also include a second tier, awarding more modest-sized grants to models that score 

well on the three factors but fall short of the top ratings. 

 
C. In addition, we suggest HHS report results of its evidence reviews (per section 4) in a 

format that enables readers to clearly identify the models rated highly on all three factors –  
along with the main reasons why these models met the three factors, summarized briefly in plain 

language (e.g., “two high-rated studies of model X found increases in annual family earnings of 

$1000-$1500 over a two-year period”).  Such a format would enable grant applicants not only to 

identify and select models backed by the strongest evidence for their grant application, but also to 

understand the reasons why these models are given preference in the funding criteria.  Such 

understanding may be critical to building acceptance of the program’s evidence-based criteria 

among grant applicants and the larger policy community. 
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2.  We suggest two additional key principles to include in the study-rating criteria in section 
3.1 (criteria which we believe are otherwise excellent): 

 
A. “Outcome Measures.”  This criterion would address whether the study’s outcomes were 

measured in ways that might introduce bias or raise other concerns about validity.  For 

example, a study of a model that teaches parents that spanking and sharp verbal reprimands are 

inappropriate forms of discipline probably should not rely exclusively on parent self-reports to 

measure parenting behavior.  The reason is that the parents in the treatment group may under-

report spanking/sharp reprimands relative to the control group if they know such methods are 

frowned upon by program officials and researchers.   
 

Similarly, in a study that measures parenting skills through observations of parent-child 

interactions that leave room for subjective judgment, the observers should probably be 

unaffiliated with the program provider and/or blinded as to which parents are in the treatment 

versus control group.  Such steps are important to ensure that observer bias does not influence 

their outcome measurements. 
 

B. “Analysis.”  This criterion would address whether the analysis of study impacts was done 

correctly – for example, whether its tests for statistical significance took into account key features 

of the study design, such as whether groups or individuals were randomly assigned, and whether the 

sample was sorted into groups (i.e., “stratified”) prior to randomization.  Inappropriate analysis 

methods often lead to false findings that impacts are statistically significant.      
 

3.   We suggest HHS establish a streamlined appeals process, managed by an independent 
expert, to correct any errors in the evidence ratings and to improve the criteria over time. 

  

The reason we suggest this is that any review process, no matter how well designed, sometimes makes 

errors.  And since the evidence ratings will have important funding consequences, it may be essential to 

have an effective, streamlined mechanism for study authors, program providers, and others to bring 

possible errors to HHS’s attention so that they can be independently assessed and – if verified – 

promptly corrected. 

 

Such an appeals process would also enable HHS to identify any problems with the evidence criteria 

themselves, and make appropriate refinements over time.  As an illustrative example, if HHS’s review 

criteria were to prioritize models showing “favorable impacts sustained at least one year after program 

completion” (as suggested hypothetically in Section 7.0 of the HHS notice, and as some other evidence 

review initiatives currently provide), a model with strong evidence of important impacts during the 

intervention – such as prevention of infant deaths from SIDS – could make their case that the criteria 

are too restrictive.  HHS could consider such input and then make any needed adjustments.  

 
In conclusion, we are highly supportive of HHS’s proposed evidence criteria and funding plans for the home 

visiting initiative, and appreciate this opportunity to provide input on key elements of the proposal.    

 

      Sincerely, 

 
      Jon Baron 

President, Coalition for Evidence-Based Policy 
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